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Summary 

1. The decline phase in the population dynamics of the gypsy moth, Lymantria 
dispar L. (Lepidoptera: Lymantriidae) is associated both with nuclear polyhedrosis 
virus epizootics and greater phenolics levels in preferred hosts such as red oak. 
Recent studies have shown that hydrolysable tannins in red oak reduce both gypsy 
moth (GM) fecundity and virus susceptibility. 
2. We modified the Anderson & May (1981) analytical model of invertebrate- 
pathogen dynamics to explore this complex interaction over a range of tannin 
levels, gypsy moth mortality from non-virus causes, and virus life span held 
constant for 100 gypsy moth generations. 
3. The most realistic gypsy moth dynamics required moderate to high levels of 
tannin (30-45%), low non-virus mortality (3.0 per GM per year), and long-lived 
virus (1 year). For simulations with low non-virus mortality and long-lived virus, 
the ratio of highest to lowest population density increased from 10-fold at 10% 
tannin to over 1000-fold at 40% tannin, then stabilized with little or no fluctuation 
at 50% tannin. 
4. The shift to stability at 50% tannin results from the lower sensitivity of fecundity 
than virus to hydrolysable tannins and a consequent decrease in the difference 
between virus pathogenicity and the gypsy moth's intrinsic rate of increase at high 
tannin levels. 
5. The dynamics generated agree well with predictions of the original Anderson & 
May (1981) model that stable limit cycles are promoted by: (a) longer-lived virus 
and (b) high pathogenicity relative to the intrinsic rate of increase. Overall, our 
simulations suggest that the net effect of moderate constant tannin levels over 
multiple generations will be destabilizing compared with low and high tannin levels. 
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Introduction 

The gypsy moth (GM) is a major defoliator of north 
temperate deciduous forests and is characterized by 
irruptive population dynamics (Nothnagle & Schultz 
1987). Typically, it exists for many years at low 
density (innocuous or endemic phase), then expands 
rapidly (release phase) by several orders of magni- 
tude to outbreak levels within one to two generations 
(Elkinton & Leibhold 1990). Within single stands, 
peak outbreaks usually collapse after 1-2 years, 
although first instar dispersal can maintain high 

regional populations for up to a decade (Campbell 
& Sloan 1978). 

The factors responsible for initiating GM decline 
and release are not completely understood. There 
is some evidence that small mammal predators 
maintain GM populations at low density (Bess, Spur 
& Littlefield 1947; Campbell & Sloan 1977; Elkinton 
et al. 1989) and that spatial density-dependent para- 
sitism by tachinids assists in suppressing incipient 
local outbreaks (Gould, Elkinton & Wallner 1989). 
If and why these natural enemies fail in certain years 
and allow escape is unknown. 509 
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Two factors associated with the decline phase are 
the gypsy moth nuclear polyhedrosis virus (LdNPV) 
and changes in leaf tissue quality. LdNPV epizootics 
are strongly associated with outbreak collapse in the 
absence of starvation (Bess, Spur & Littlefield 1947; 
Doane 1970), leading several authors to conclude 
that it is an important factor in this phase (Campbell 
1981; Wallner & McManus 1981; Woods & Elkinton 
1987). In addition, theoretical modelling by Anderson 
& May (1980, 1981) suggests that a pathogen-forest 
pest interaction by itself could be sufficient to cause 
fluctuations in abundance with a period of 5-12 
years. Additional studies indicate a strong inter- 
action between leaf quality and GM susceptibility 
to LdNPV. High phenolics levels due to variation 
among host species or among sites within host species 
significantly reduce GM susceptibility to LdNPV 
infection (Keating & Yendol 1987; Keating, Yendol 
& Schultz 1988; Keating, Hunter & Schultz 1990; 
Schultz, Foster & Montgomery 1990). The phenolics 
level in foliage at the time of inoculation is the 
critical determinant rather than pre-inoculation 
dietary impacts; the exact physiological mechanisms 
have not yet been established. 

Several studies have shown that the food quality 
of oaks and other host species declines during inten- 
sive defoliation (Wallner & Walton 1979; Schultz & 
Baldwin 1982; Rossiter, Schultz & Baldwin 1988). 
GM growth and fecundity have been observed to 
decline during outbreaks in the absence of starvation 
(Bess, Spur & Littlefield 1947; Campbell 1981), 
suggesting that lower host-plant quality as a result of 
heavy defoliation also contributes to the collapse of 
outbreak populations. For example, Rossiter, Schultz 
& Baldwin (1988) found that a defoliation-induced 
increase in red oak phenolics can depress GM pupal 
weight and fecundity up to 30%. 

The relative impact of phenolics variation on the 
LdNPV LD50 is significantly greater than the impact 
on fecundity; up to 50-fold for oak vs. aspen and 2- 
fold within red oak versus only 30% for fecundity 
(Schultz, Foster & Montgomery 1990). As the gypsy 
moth's preferred host species worldwide are charac- 
terized by phenolic leaf chemistries (Barbosa & 
Krischik 1988), it prefers as a class tree species with 
the potential for this complex tritrophic interaction. 
The possible impacts of the interaction among GM, 
LdNPV, and leaf phenolics on GM population 
dynamics and management are not obvious. As leaf 
phenolics depress GM susceptibility to LdNPV much 
more than fecundity (Schultz, Foster & Montgomery 
1990), one possible outcome is greater mean density 
and amplitude of fluctuations in GM populations 
at higher levels of leaf phenolics. However, this 
question is complicated by such considerations as 
the relative contribution of fecundity versus LdNPV 
mortality to population dynamics at high and low 
GM density and at differing levels of other mortality 
factors. Given the potential complexity of field 

investigations on the GM-LdNPV-leaf quality 
interaction, we chose population modelling as the 
initial approach to increase our understanding of the 
system. Our specific objectives were to simulate the 
impact of phenolics in a major host-plant, red oak, 
on GM dynamics over multiple generations through 
its concurrent effects on fecundity and susceptibility 
to LdNPV. We hypothesized that increased phenolics 
would result in greater amplitude of fluctuations 
and mean density in GM populations over multiple 
generations because LdNPV susceptibility is reduced 
much more by phenolics than is GM fecundity. 

Methods 

THE MODEL 

Dynamics of susceptible hosts, infected hosts and the 
pathogen 

The model presented in this study is a modification 
of the Anderson & May (1980, 1981) analytical 
model for pathogen-invertebrate epizootiology 
(referenced henceforth as A-M). One version of the 
A-M model, for pathogens with a free-living infective 
stage, consists of three differential equations for the 
dynamics of susceptible hosts, infected hosts, and a 
pathogen. Their analyses suggest that free-living 
pathogens that are long-lived (a year or more), 
highly pathogenic, and produced in very large num- 
bers per host (106 or more) promote stable limit 
cycles of host abundance with a period (5-12 years) 
and amplitude (103- 107) characteristic of several 
forest insect pests. As these host and pathogen 
characteristics fit the gypsy moth-LdNPV system 
well, we used their model as a starting point for 
our own. 

We modified the A-M model in several ways to 
accommodate general gypsy moth biology and red 
oak leaf phenolics. Our equations for susceptible 
GM hosts, infected GM, and the free-living infective 
stages of LdNPV (polyhedral inclusion bodies or 
PIBS), are presented below followed by detailed 
explanation of their differences from the original 
A-M model. All of the biological rate parameters 
are expressed as instantaneous, annual, per capita 
rates because our model equations are in continuous 
form (differential equations) and generate yearly 
dynamics. In addition, our unit density for GM and 
LdNPV is numbers per 0-4ha. 

The dynamics of susceptible gypsy moth hosts 
(new susceptible GM per 0-4ha per year), dX/dt 
(equation 1), is represented as reproduction of 
susceptible hosts - non-virus mortality - new in- 

fection by horizontal transmission (within the same 
generation). Susceptible hosts reproduce with fec- 
undity a (GM produced per GM per year), the 
proportion 1 -q of their offspring are not infected 
by vertical transmission (from parent to offspring), 
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and they die at mortality rate b (GM dying per 
GM per year), the death rate from all causes other 
than virus. Susceptible hosts acquire infection by 
horizontal transmission (within the same generation) 
at a rate dependent on susceptible host density X, 
PIBS density, W, and the horizontal transmission 
coefficient v (newly infected hosts per host per 
PIBS per year). 

dXldt= a(l-q)X-bX-vuWX eqn 1 

In contrast to A-M, where both susceptible and 
infected hosts reproduce, only susceptible hosts 
reproduce in our model because infected GM larvae 
die before adulthood and release large numbers of 
virus (Lewis & Yendol 1981). Moreover, as detailed 
below, vertical transmission, q, depends on pathogen 
density (see equation 4), and fecundity, a, varies 
with hydrolysable tannin levels (see equation 6) 
whereas they are constants in the A-M model. 

Infected GM host dynamics (new infected GM 
per 0-4ha per year), dYldt, is modelled as new in- 
fections from vertical transmission + new infections 
from horizontal transmission - death of infected 
hosts (equation 2). Uninfected hosts X reproduce 
with fecundity a and a proportion q of their offspring 
become infected through vertical transmission. 
Horizontal transmission is the same as in equation 1. 
The mortality rate of infected hosts, Y, exceeds that 
of susceptibles by the increment as, so their total 
mortality rate is ax + b. 

dYIdt = aqX + uWX-(b + a) Y eqn 2 

In contrast to A-M, where a is constant, it is a 
variable in our model dependent on hydrolysable 
tannin levels (see equation 10). 

The dynamics of the LdNPV's free-living infec- 
tive stage (new PIBS per 0-4 ha per year), W, is 
expressed as new pathogens produced by dying hosts 
- (pathogen mortality + ingestion of pathogen by 
hosts) (equation 3). Infected GM hosts Y die and 
produce PIBS at the rate X (PIBS produced per 
dying GM host per year). There are two sources of 
loss from the PIBS population: PIBS death at the 
rate Ft (PIBS dying per PIB per year) and ingestion 
of PIBS on leaves by both susceptible (X) and 
infected (Y) gypsy moths at the rate v (PIBS ingested 
per PIB per GM host per year). 

dWIdt = XY-[ + v(X + Y)] W eqn 3 

Although pathogen production per host is a constant 
in the A-M model, PIBS production per GM varies 
with hydrolysable tannin levels in our model be- 
cause dying hosts produce PIBS and the death rate 
of hosts is dependent on hydrolysable tannin levels 
as detailed below (equations 10 & 12). 

DIFFERENCES FROM THE A-M MODEL 

Vertical transmission 

In the A-M model, vertical transmission of infection 
from the previous generation is assumed to be a 
constant proportion of the current generation. 
The assumption of constant vertical transmission 
is plausible when infected female adults transmit 
pathogen directly to their offspring as in Douglas-fir 
tussock moth (Finn 1975); but direct vertical trans- 
mission does not occur in gypsy moth (Murray et al. 
1991). Instead, the major well-documented mode 
of vertical transmission is environmental contami- 
nation of overwintered egg masses by LdNPV on 
the oviposition substrate, such as bark (Murray & 
Elkinton 1989). The rate of vertical transmission 
from environmental contamination has been shown 
to increase with the level of LdNPV on the substrate, 
especially LdNPV-contaminated bark (Woods, 
Elkinton & Podgewaite 1989). We accounted for 
variation in vertical transmission with LdNPV den- 
sity by substituting the expression in equation 4 for 
the constant vertical transmission assumed in the 
A-M model: 

q = SQRT(LdNPV per 0-4 ha) x 10-8 eqn 4 

This relationship scales percentage infection in 
neonate larvae from 1% or less in low-virus years 
(i.e. 1010NPV per 0-4ha or less) to 30% or greater 
in high-virus years (i.e. 1015 NPV per 0-4 ha), a 
range which corresponds well to that seen in the 
field following low or high GM populations (Woods 
& Elkinton 1987). 

Fecundity 

In the A-M model, host fecundity, infected host 
mortality, and pathogen production per infected 
host are constants. In our model, however, they are 
variables which depend on one class of phenolics, 
the level of hydrolysable tannins (HT) in red oak 
leaves (measured in percentage tannic acid equiv- 
alents or TAE). Gypsy moth fecundity, the number 
of egg masses oviposited per female, is related to 
hydrolysable tannin as follows (from Schultz, Foster 
& Montgomery 1990): 

fecundity = 315 + 12*43HT - 0*36HT2 eqn 5 

The instantaneous rate of fecundity is therefore: 

a = ln(315 + 12*43HT - 0-36HT2) eqn 6 

According to equation 6, fecundity decreases from 
6*0 per GM per year at 10% TAE to 3-6 per GM per 
year at 50% TAB, an overall decrease of 40%. 

Mortality 

Instantaneous mortality rate for LdNPV-infected 
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GM in our model assumes a constant daily death 
rate according to the general relationship defined in 
Wilson & Bossert (1971): 

mortality = ln(survival)/time units eqn 7 

We used 14 days or 0-0384 years as the time to 
death for LdNPV-infected GM larvae (Woods 
& Elkinton 1987). Based on Schultz, Foster & 
Montgomery (1990), the relationship between 
mortality of LdNPV-infected GM larvae and hydro- 
lysable tannin levels (HT) is: 

mortality = 0-68 - 001HT eqn 8 

We substituted equation 8 into (1-00 - mortality) 
to obtain the following expression for survival of 
LdNPV-infected GM: 

survival = 0*32 + 001HT eqn 9 

We then substituted equation 9 for survival and 
0-0384 years for time units into equation 7 to obtain 
the following expression for tannin-dependent in- 
stantaneous mortality rate in LdNPV-infect GM: 

infected GM dying/infected GM year-l 
= -26-07 ln(0-32 + 0-01HT) eqn 10 

Equation 10 was then used to calculate the numerical 
value for mortality rate of infected GM, (b + a), in 
equation 2. Mortality from LdNPV infection de- 
creases from 22-6 per GM per year at 10% TAE to 
5-2 per GM per year at 50% TAE, a 77% decrease 
in mortality rate overall (equation 10). 

Pathogen production 

The per capita instantaneous rate of pathogen pro- 
duction is expressed in our model as it is in the 
A-M model: 

X=A(b+oc) eqnll 

where k = PIBS produced per dying GM host per 
year, A = the number of infective stages produced 
per dying host, and (b + a) is the instantaneous 
mortality rate from equation 10. We used a value of 
A = 6-59 x 108 PIBS per dying GM (the average 
production rate of neonate and third instar GM 
from Shapiro, Robertson & Bell 1986) to obtain the 
following expression for X: 

k = (6-59 x 108)(b + a) eqn 12 

As only the rate of GM host mortality, b + as, is 
affected by tannins (pathogens produced per host, 
A, is constant), the rate of pathogen production k is 
affected exactly the same way by tannins as is the 
mortality rate. It ranges from 1*49 x 1010 per GM 
per year at 10% TAB to 3-4 x I09 per GM per year 
at 50% TAB, also a 77% decrease. 

SIMULATIONS 

We generated GM and LdNPV dynamics from the 
model for 100 generations in 1-year time steps by 
use of the Adams integrator in the DSII. 1 software 
package (Dynamical Systems Software, Inc., Tucson 
AZ). Tannin levels were varied between simulations 
from 10 to 50% TAE because this corresponds 
approximately to the 9-43% variation among red 
oak sites observed by Schultz, Foster & Montgomery 
(1990). The mortality rate from causes other than 
virus infection, b, was set at 3-0-5-0 per GM per 
year based on the range of 3-0-7-0 observed by 
Campbell (1969). 

It was somewhat problematic to determine an 
appropriate range of values for the horizontal trans- 
mission coefficient, u. According to Anderson & 
May (1981), it is very difficult to determine this 
value through direct empirical study (but see Dwyer 
1991). However, the mathematical analyses of 
Anderson & May (1981) demonstrate that this coef- 
ficient is a scalar which only affects the magnitude 
of insect density, not the prevalence of infection 
or the stability properties of the dynamics. These 
findings were confirmed by Vezina & Peterman 
(1985) for the Douglas-fir tussock moth. We con- 
ducted preliminary simulations to determine a range 
of values for horizontal transmission which pro- 
duces gypsy moth dynamics with a realistic order of 
magnitude (102-5 x 105 per 0-4 ha). Based on these 
preliminary simulations, we set horizontal trans- 
mission a few orders of magnitude lower (10-13, 

10-14) than the 10-'? in Anderson & May (1981). 
The range of values chosen is sensible because 
LdNPV production rate per GM (k in equation 3) is 
a few orders of magnitude higher than in A-M 
(3-4 x 109-1-49 x 1010 per GM per year versus 106 
per host per year in A-M). We also chose this range 
of values because it corresponds well to the value 
of 6-44 x 10-14 obtained by converting the field- 
determined value of G. Dwyer and J.S. Elkinton 
(personal communication)* from their time and 
area scales (daily, per m2 of foliage) to ours (annual, 
per 0-4 ha). 

The mortality rate of LdNPV infective stages (~t 
in equation 3) was set at 1/year (1-year life span), 
2/year (6-month life span), and 4/year (3-month life 
span). The 1-year life span is realistic as part of the 
LdNPV population overwinters and is known to 
persist in soil, litter and on bark for at least 1 year 
following epizootics (Podgewaite et al. 1979). Shorter 
longevity was included to examine Anderson & 
May's (1981) finding that long-lived pathogens are 
necessary to promote stable limit cycles. 

Simulations were conducted with these parameters 
in two series of factorial designs. The first series 

* G. Dwyer and J.S. Elkinton, Department of Entomol- 
ogy, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, 29 May 1991. 
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consisted of all possible combinations of tannin at 
10, 35 and 50% TAE; GM non-virus mortality rate 
at 3-0, 4-0 and 5-0; horizontal transmission at 10-13 

and 10-14, and LdNPV mortality at 1/year, 2/year, 
and 4/year. The second series consisted of all poss- 
ible combinations of tannin at 15, 20, 25, 30, 40 and 
45% TAE; GM non-virus mortality rate at 3*0, 
4-0, and 5-0; horizontal transmission at 10-14; and 
LdNPV mortality at 1/year. The transmission ef- 
ficiency (10-14) and LdNPV mortality (1/year) were 
restricted in the second set of simulations to values 
shown in the first set of simulations to give the most 
realistic dynamics for gypsy moth (fluctuations of 
102-5-0 x 105 GM per 0-4ha). Together, the two 
series of simulations represent 72 combinations of 
tannin level, GM non-virus mortality rate, horizontal 
transmission and LdNPV mortality. 

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

Infection prevalence (percentage infection) was cal- 
culated from yearly gypsy moth densities for infected 
and susceptible GM. Total GM density (susceptibles 
plus infected), LdNPV density, and percentage in- 
fection were averaged over the last 50 years of 
each simulation to avoid transitory initial effects 
on dynamics, resulting in one measure of each 
data type from each simulation (unique parameter 
combination). The amplitude of fluctuation in GM 
and LdNPV density was estimated as the ratio of 
the maximum to minimum value for each measure 
during the 50-year period. The amplitude of fluctu- 
ation in percentage infection was calculated as the 
difference between the maximum and minimum 
percentage during the last 50 years. Prior to analysis, 
LdNPV and GM amplitude and horizontal trans- 
mission were transformed by the log(X) function, 
LdNPV and GM mean densities were transformed 
by the log(X + 1) function, and percentage infection 
and its amplitude were transformed by the inverse 
sine function, sin-1 VY. 

We conducted multiple or simple regression analy- 
ses (StatviewTM, Abacus Concepts, Inc.) on the full 
dataset or upon specified subsets of it. In the full 
dataset analyses, we regressed GM amplitude, 
mean GM density, mean LdNPV density, and mean 
infection prevalence respectively against tannin 
level (10-50% TAE in increments of 5%), GM 
non-virus mortality rate (3.0, 4 0, 5.0), horizontal 
transmission (10-13, 10-14) and LdNPV mortality 
(1/year, 2/year, or 4/year). In the subset analyses, 
we regressed the amplitude and mean of GM density, 
LdNPV density, and infection prevalence at hori- 
zontal transmission coefficient = 10-14 and LdNPV 
mortality= 1/year versus tannin level (10-50% 
TAB in 5% increments) and GM non-virus mortality 
rate (3.0, 4*0, 5.0). Finally, for the subset of data at 
horizontal transmission = i0-'4, LdNPV mortality = 

1/year, and GM non-virus mortality rate = 3*0, we 

regressed the period of GM fluctuations (time be- 
tween peaks) versus tannin level (percentage TAE). 

Results 

Dynamical behaviour of the simulated populations 
fell into three categories: those with a stable equilib- 
rium point (no fluctuations or an amplitude of less 
than 10), fluctuating (amplitude of at least 10), 
and declining (population decreases each year and 
then crashes) (Fig. 1). The declining populations 
were caused by high tannin levels (50% TAE) that 
depressed fecundity (3.6) to less than non-virus 
mortality at its medium to high levels (4.0, 5.0); 
consequently the intrinsic rate of increase (r) was 
negative and the population crashed. The most re- 
alistic GM dynamics (densities 102-5-0 x 105 and 
peaks every 5-10 years) fell within a clearly defined 
subset of parameter values: tannin levels of 30-45% 
TAE, low non-virus mortality (3.0), an LdNPV 
mortality of 1 0 per year (life span= 1.0 years), 
and a horizontal transmission coefficient of 10-14 

(Fig. 1). 
Preliminary plots of simulated dynamics indicated 

that as tannin levels were increased from one simu- 
lation to the next up to 40% TAE, the amplitude of 
fluctuations in GM density, LdNPV density, and 
infection prevalence also increased. As the tannin 
level in the simulation was increased to 45% and 
50% TAE, however, the ampitude of fluctuation 
declined sharply to little or no fluctuation at 50% 
TAE. Similar preliminary plots for mean GM den- 
sity, LdNPV density, and infection prevalence 
showed little or no change up to 45% TAE, then 
a decline. These results suggested a non-linear re- 
lationship between dynamics and tannin level, so we 
included regression analyses with a quadratic tannin 
term (the square of the tannin level) and compared 

7o 

0 20 40 60 80 100 
Years 

Fig. 1. Three characteristic dynamical patterns of GM 
density generated by the Foster-Schultz-Hunter model 
(LdNPV mortality 1 0/year, horizontal transmission 10-14): 

fluctuating (40% tannic acid equivalents (TAE), 
GM natural mortality 3.0); stable (15% TAE, GM 
natural mortality 4.0); and- - -- declining (50% TAE, 
GM natural mortality 4.0). 
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the results with regressions which included only a 
linear tannin term. In all cases, the inclusion of the 
quadratic tannin term improved the r2 value sub- 
stantially (Table 1), so we report only analyses with 
the quadratic tannin term. 

FLUCTUATIONS IN GYPSY MOTH AND LdNPV 

DENSITY AND INFECTION PREVALENCE 

Regression analysis of GM amplitude for the com- 
plete dataset reveals significant positive effects 
of percentage tannin level and log(horizontal trans- 
mission), and significant negative effects of the 
squared tannin term, GM non-virus mortality, and 
LdNPV mortality (Table 2). The data subset with 
the lower horizontal transmission value (10-14) and 
virus mortality of 1 0/year exhibits the same positive 
impact of tannin up to 45-50% TAE and negative 
impact of non-virus mortality on the amplitude of 
fluctuations in GM, LdNPV and infection prevalence 
(Table 2, Fig. 2). 

The relation of fluctuation amplitude to tannin 
level is quadratic because amplitude increases with 
tannin until the highest levels, 45-50% TAE, then 
drops. Higher horizontal transmission (10-13) also 
increased the amplitude of fluctuation, but resulted 
in unrealistically low GM mean density (less than 
105 in stable populations) and peaks (less than 
2*0 x 105). Our results also show that stable limit 
cycles are promoted by a longer-lived pathogen 
and by lower gypsy moth non-virus mortality. In 
addition, the subset of data most realistic for gypsy 
moth (densities 102-2.0 x 105 and peaks every 
5-10 years) shows an increase in the period be- 
tween peaks at higher tannin levels (Fig. 3). 

MEAN GYPSY MOTH AND LdNPV DENSITY 

AND INFECTION PREVALENCE 

The dynamics generated by our model also support 
the prediction of greater mean GM and LdNPV 

densities and infection prevalence as tannin levels 
increase (Fig. 4), but with a steep drop at the highest 
tannin level (50% TAE) as in the analysis for fluc- 
tuations (Fig. 2). Regression analysis of GM density 
(GM) for the complete dataset reveals significant 
positive effects of percentage tannin level and LdNPV 
mortality; and significant negative effects of the 
squared tannin term, log(horizontal transmission), 
and GM non-virus mortality. Tannin levels and 
GM non-virus mortality similarly influenced mean 
LdNPV density and infection prevalence (Table 3). 
The data subset with the lower horizontal trans- 
mission value (10-14) and LdNPV mortality of 
1 0/year exhibits the same positive impact of tannin 
up to 45-50% TAE and negative impact of non- 
virus mortality on GM, LdNPV and infection preva- 
lence (Table 3, Fig. 4). Note that the positive impact 
of tannin up to high levels may be statistically signifi- 
cant, but the magnitude of the effect is generally 
small and not biologically significant (Fig. 4). The 
negative impact at 50% TAE can be explained simply 
by a reduction in the intrinsic rate of increase due to 
reduced fecundity which is affected very little until 
the tannin level reaches 50% TAE (Table 4). Higher 
GM non-virus mortality causes lower mean GM, 
LdNPV, and infection prevalence as might be ex- 
pected, with the most dramatic impact at high tannin 
levels. Mean GM density is significantly greater 
when the virus is shorter-lived (greater LdNPV 
death rate) and has a lower horizontal transmission 
coefficient, factors which would tend to make the 
LdNPV pathogen less effective. 

Discussion 

Our simulations suggest that moderate constitutive 
tannin levels (30-45% TAE) held constant over 
multiple generations have a destabilizing influence 
on GM dynamics compared to lower tannin levels 
(10-15% TAE) as indicated by greater fluctuations 
with a longer period and slightly higher mean GM 

Table 1. Improvement in the coefficient of determination due to the addition of a quadratic term for tannin level 

r2 without r2 with 
Description of analysis quadratic term quadratic term 

GM amplitude (complete dataset)* 0 49 0-56 
GM amplitude (data subset) 0-58 0 68 
GM mean (complete dataset) 0 49 0-68 
GM mean (data subset) 036 056 
LdNPV amplitude (data subset) 0-59 0-67 
LdNPV mean (complete dataset) 0-46 071 
LdNPV mean (data subset) 0-42 0-62 
Infection amplitude (data subset) 0-57 0-71 
Infection mean (complete dataset) 0 34 0 59 
Infection mean (data subset) 0-43 0 55 

* Complete dataset = all levels of horizontal transmission and LdNPV 
mortality; Data subset = horizontal transmission = 10-14 and LdNPV 
mortality = 1/year. 
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Fig. 2. Relationship between tannin levels and the ampli- 
tude of fluctuations in (a) gypsy moth density, (b) LdNPV 
density, and (c) infection prevalence over a range of gypsy 
moth natural mortalities (LdNPV mortality 1 0/year, 
horizontal transmission 10- 14 : GM natural mortality of 3-0 

( ,4-0 ( ,and S 0 (---). Fluctuations in 
gypsy moth and LdNPV density are calculated as the 
ratio of the maximum to minimum in the last S0 years 
of each simulation and are log-transformed. Fluctuations 
in infection prevalence are calculated as the difference of 
the maximum-minimum in the last S0 years; these are 
then transformed with the sin-' V/Y (arcsin) function. 

density. This result is caused by the more dramatic 
reduction of LdNPV susceptibility than fecundity at 
low to moderate tannin levels. At 50% TAE, the 
reduction in fecundity from tannins is finally great 
enough to exert an opposing influence which reduces 
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Fig. 3. Relationship among percentage tannin and the time 
between GM density peaks (LdNPV mortality 1 0/year, 
horizontal transmission 10-14, GM natural mortality 3.0). 

a stable equilibrium should occur if parasite patho- 
genicity (oc) moderately exceeds r, the intrinsic rate 
of increase, and the infective stage is short-lived. 
In contrast, they found that stable limit cycles are 
promoted when the infective stages are long-lived 
and pathogenicity is very high relative to the intrinsic 
rate of increase (oc >> r). We found that larger 
fluctuations with an amplitude realistic for gypsy 
moth (densities 102-5.0 x 105 and peaks every 
5-10 years) are more likely when the pathogen is 
long-lived (1 year) and that stable populations 
(no fluctuations at all in the last 50 years) are more 
likely when the pathogen is short-lived (6 months 
or 3 months). The shift in dynamics we observed 
from fluctuating to stable populations for simulations 
at high tannin levels is also in accordance with the 
A-M model. For example, at tannin levels of 25% 
versus 50% TAE, fecundity (a) is 6c00/GM/year 
versus only 3-6/GM/year (equation 6). At a non- 
virus mortality (b) of 3-0/GM/year, r = a - b is 
3-0 versus 0 6. The increment in mortality from 
infection, oc, is 9 5 at 30% TAE but only 2-2 at 50% 
TAE when non-virus mortality is 3 0 (Table 4). The 
relationship between oc and r thus shifts from (oc >> r) 
at 30% TAE (9.5 vs. 3.0) to (oc> r) at 50% TAE 
(2-2 vs. 0.6), and in accordance with Anderson 
& May (1981), dynamics shift from fluctuating to 
stable. In addition, our observation of increased 
time between peaks at higher tannin levels (Fig. 3) 
is in accordance with Anderson & May's (1981) 
numerical studies indicating that lower r (in this 
case caused by reduced fecundity by tannin) is asso- 
ciated with a longer period between peaks. Finally, 
although the amplitude of fluctuations is not explicitly 
analysed in Anderson & May (1981), the stabilizing 
influence of higher non-virus mortality, b, can be 
explained intuitively by its negative impact on the 
population's intrinsic rate of increase, r =a -b. 
At lower r values, the LdNPV can 'track' the GM 
host population more easily and thus population 
fluctuation is reduced. 

It should be noted that the original hypothesis 
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Table 2. Regression equations for amplitude of fluctuations in GM density, LdNPV density, and infection prevalence 

Complete dataset: GM*t 
log(GMAmpl) = 28-93 + 0-16T- 0-003T2 - 0-3NPVMort + 1-77HTRANS - 1-18GMnm 
(r2 = 0-56, P = 0.0001, df = 5,66; T: P = 0-0038 HTRANS: P = 0-0001, 72: P = 0-0021, GMnm: 
P= 0-0001, NPVMort: P= 0016). 

Data subset: GM (1), LdNPV (2), infection prevalence (3) 
(1) log(GMAmpl) = 2-84 + 0-13T- 0-00272 - 0-95GMnm 

(r2= 0-67, P = 0-0001, df = 3, 23; T: P = 0-018, 72: P = 0-022, GMnm: P = 0.0001) 
(2) log(NPVAmpl) = 179 + 0078T- O-00t12 - 0-58GMnm 

(r2= 0-67, P = 0-0001, df = 2, 23; T: P = 0-020, 72: P = 0-024, GMnm: P= 0-0001) 
(3) sin-' (V(INFAmpl)) = 085 + 0-048T- O-00172 - 0-28GMnm 

(r2= 071, P= 0.0001, df = 3, 23; T: P= 00033, 72: P= 0-0034, GMnm: P= 00001) 

* Complete dataset: all levels of horizontal transmission and LdNPV mortality; 
Data subset: Horizontal transmission = 10-14 and LdNPV mortality = 1/year. 

t GMAmpl = amplitude of fluctuations in GM density; NPVAmpl = amplitude of fluctuations 
in LdNPV density; INFAmpl = amplitude of fluctuations in infection prevalence; T = tannin level 
as percentage TAE; HTRANS = horizontal transmission coefficient; 72 = square of percentage 
TAE; GMnm = GM non-virus mortality; NPVMort = mortality rate of virus. 

Table 3. Regression equations for the mean of GM density, LdNPV density, and infection prevalence 

Complete dataset*t: GM (1), LdNPV (2), infection prevalence (3) 
(1) log(GM + 1) = -3 70 + 0-16T- 0003T2 + 0-17NPVMort - 0-68HTRANS - 0-56GMnm 

(r2 = 0-68, P = 0-0001, df = 5, 66; T: P = 0-0001, NPVMort: P = 0-033, T2: P = 0 0001; HTRANS: 
P = 0-0012, GMnm: P = 0.0001) 

(2) log(NPV + 1) = 15-23 + 0-33T-0-007T2 - 1O9GMnm 
(r2= 0.71, P = 0.0001, df = 3, 68; T: P = 0.0001, T2: p = 0-0001; GMnm: P = 0.0001) 

(3) sin-1(V/(INF)) = 0-47 + 0-023T- 00004T2 - 0095GMnm 
(r2= 0.59, P = 0.0001, df = 3, 68; T: P =o00001, T2: p = 0-0001, GMnm: P = 0.0001) 

Data subset: GM (1), LdNPV (2), infection prevalence (3) 
(1) log(GM + 1) = 5 30 + 015T- 0-003T2 -0-43GMnm 
(r2 = 0.56, P = 0 0003, df = 3, 23; T: P = 0 019, T2: P = 0 019, GMnm: P = 0 0037) 

(2) log(NPV + 1) = 14 94 + 0-28T - 0006T2 - 089GMnm 
(r2= 0-62, P = 0.0001, df = 3, 23; T: P=0-014, T2: P= 0-002, GMnm: P = 0.0075) 

(3) sin 1(V/(INF)) = 0-51 + 0-016T- 0-0003T2 - 0-096GMnm 
(r2= 0.55, P= 0 0003, df = 3, 23; T: P = 0-028, T2: P= 0-023, GMnm: P = 0.0001) 

* Complete dataset: all levels of horizontal transmission and LdNPV mortality; Data subset: 
horizontal transmission = 10-14 and LdNPV mortality = 1/year. 

t GMAmpl = amplitude of fluctuations in GM density; NPVAmpl = amplitude of fluctuations 
in LdNPV density; INFAmpl = amplitude of fluctuations in infection prevalence; T = tannin level 
in percentage TAE; HTRANS = horizontal transmission coefficient; T2 = square of percentage 
TAE; GMnm = GM non-virus mortality; NPVMort = mortality rate of virus. 

of increased amplitude of fluctuation as tannin in- 
creases to high levels and the supporting dynamics 
generated by our model are not inconsistent with 
predictions of the Anderson-May (1981) model. 
Their analyses suggest that populations should 
be fluctuating (stable limit cycles) rather than at a 
stable point as long as the pathogenicity is very high 
relative to the intrinsic rate of increase ( >>r). In 
our model, the gap between a and r is greatest at 
low tannin levels and closes as tannin level increases 
(Table 4). At low tannin levels and a non-virus 
mortality of 3-0, the amplitude of fluctuation is small 
but nonetheless exists; there is definitely not an 
equilibrium point at low tannin levels (Fig. 2). 

Anderson & May's (1981) predictions relate speci- 
fically to the shift between stable and fluctuating 
(stable limit cycle) dynamics, not the amplitude of 
fluctuations within the parameter space for stable 
limit cycles. Further numerical studies and stability 
analyses of our model are needed to compare details 
of its stable limit cycle behaviour with those of 
the A-M model. 

In this study, we compared dynamics arising from 
different phenolics levels held constant over multiple 
generations. This comparison is most relevant for 
gaining insight into the dynamical consequences 
of leaf chemistry differences among tree species, 
assemblages of tree species, or variation in leaf 
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Table 4. Values for LdNPV pathogenicity (ar) and intrinsic rate of increase (r) at different levels of tannin and non- 
virus mortality 

Intrinsic rate of 
Tannin level (%) GM non-virus mortality increase* Pathogenicityt 

10 3 3-0 196 
4 2-0 18*6 
5 1-0 17-6 

20 3 3-0 14-0 
4 2-0 13-0 
5 1-0 12-0 

30 3 29 9-5 
4 1-9 8-5 
5 09 75 

40 3 2-5 56 
4 1.5 4-6 
5 05 3-6 

50 3 0-6 2-2 
4 -04 1-2 
5 -1-4 0-2 

* Based on equation 5 in the text for fecundity, a, and the relationship r= a - b. 
Based on equation 6 in the text for mortality of infected GM, b + ao. 

chemistry within a tree species arising from site- 
specific differences. However, phenolics often 
do not remain constant over multiple generations 
within a tree species. Recently, M.D. Hunter & 
J.C. Schultz (unpublished data) have confirmed 
through field studies that the defoliation-induced 
increase in red oak leaf phenolics which depresses 
GM pupal weight and fecundity (Rossiter, Schultz & 
Baldwin 1988) also decreases GM susceptibility to 
LdNPV. The modelling presented here should be 
extended to investigate the net impact of defoliation- 
induced (and hence GM density-dependent) changes 
in leaf chemistry on population dynamics through its 
dual effects on fecundity and LdNPV susceptibility. 
The dynamical possibilities of defoliation-induced 
reduction in LdNPV susceptibility are profound: 
GM populations may destabilize themselves further 
as their density and hence defoliation increases. The 
results should have broad applicability because the 
gypsy moth system is considered a model irruptive 
forest pest system (Nothnagle & Schultz 1987), 
and because both induction and pathogens are 
widespread phenomena in forest ecosystems. 

There is ample evidence that microbial patho- 
genicity or insect susceptibility to pathogens varies 
with host-plant species and various host-plant charac- 
teristics (Morris 1972; Hedin et al. 1978; Luthy, 
Hofmann & Jacquet 1985; Hare & Andreadis 1983; 
Ramoska & Todd 1985; Richter, Fuxa & Abdel- 
Fattah 1987; Rossiter 1987; Keating & Yendol 1987; 
Keating, Yendol & Schultz 1988; Keating, Hunter 
& Schultz 1990; Schultz, Foster & Montgomery 
1990), yet there are virtually no modelling studies 
other than our own of how such interactions might 
influence insect-pathogen dynamics. One of the 
few studies considering host-plant-pathogen inter- 
actions other than reported here is Millstein's (1988) 

investigation of multiple trophic interactions in 
Douglas-fir tussock moth (DFTM) including the 
host-plant, parasitoids, and DFTM nuclear poly- 
hedrosis virus. Millstein analysed all possible inter- 
actions between the tussock moth and its host-plant, 
parasitoids, and NPV with 'loop analysis', a method 
of qualitative mathematical analysis for complex 
systems based on principles of feedback and mathe- 
matical stability (Puccia & Levins 1985). He found 
that virus destabilizes the system in general, that the 
system could exhibit stable limit cycles when para- 
sitoids transmit virus at low host density, and that 
system stability decreases when foliage shades the 
virus and increases its longevity. His observation 
that longer-lived virus is destabilizing (as a con- 
sequence of foliage shading in that case) agrees 
qualitatively with our own results and with Anderson 
& May's (1981) analysis that long-lived pathogens 
are needed for stable limit cycles. 

Vezina & Peterman (1985) tested the hypothesis 
that periodic DFTM outbreaks arise from inter- 
actions with its NPV by parameterizing various ver- 
sions of the Anderson & May (1981) model with 
field data. They did not consider host-plant species 
or characteristics in their analyses. The models 
generated cycles much shorter than the realistic 7-10 
years apart when parameter values were realistic. 
Vezina & Peterman (1985) concluded that the 
DFTM NPV is too short-lived and the growth rate of 
the insect population is too high relative to Anderson 
& May's (1981) requirements for promotion of stable 
limit cycles. Note that our model did not generate 
a realistically long period between peaks and am- 
plitude of fluctuations for typical GM irruptive 
dynamics until the tannin level reached 35% TAE 
(c. 6 year periods, Fig. 3 and c. 1000-fold amplitude, 
Fig. 4). We might have reached the same conclusion 
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Fig. 4. Relationship between tannin levels and mean 
(a) gypsy moth density, (b) LdNPV density, and (c) in- 
fection prevalence over a range of gypsy moth natural 
mortalities (LdNPV mortality 1 0/year, horizontal trans- 
mission 10-14): GM natural mortality of 3 0 ( ), 40 

), and 50 (---). Gypsy moth and LdNPV den- 
sities are calculated as the mean of the last 50 years of each 
simulation and are log-transformed. Infection prevalence 
is calculated as the mean of infection prevalence in the 
last 50 years and is then transformed with the sin-1 /Y 
(arcsin) function. 

as Vezina & Peterman (1985) had we not taken the 
impact of tannin on LdNPV into account. Instead, 
our study suggests that virus -host-plant interactions 
must be included in the gypsy moth system in order 
to generate the most realistic dynamics. Red oak 
leaf phenolics, specifically hydrolysable tannins, 

augment the fluctuation inherent in the system be- 
cause of the GM-LdNPV interaction. The system 
can be considered the 'least stable' at moderately 
high levels of tannin (30-45% TAE) where the 
fluctuations are largest. As the gypsy moth's pre- 
ferred host species worldwide are characterized 
by phenolic leaf chemistries (Barbosa & Krischik 
1988), its irruptive nature may be due in part to 
its preference for a number of tree species with 
chemistries which reduce susceptibility to LdNPV. 
Appropriate field experiments and detailed analy- 
ses of existing long-term datasets are needed to 
confirm this hypothesis. 

The current version of the model contains relatively 
rough estimates for the coefficients of horizontal 
and vertical transmission, assumes that horizontal 
transmission is linearly proportional to the density 
of healthy and infected hosts, has no age structure, 
and does not consider spatial dispersion of hosts. 
Empirical studies such as those of Dwyer (1991) for 
Douglas-fir tussock moth and its NPV are needed to 
examine how host density, instar, and spatial dis- 
persion affect the rate of LdNPV transmission in 
the field. We intend to add these elaborations to the 
current model and perform appropriate sensitivity 
analyses in conjunction with empirical studies to 
determine the impact of such refinements on our 
current findings. 

Additional extensions of our model can provide 
management and evolutionary perspective as well 
as ecological insights into irruptive forest pest dy- 
namics. From a management standpoint, LdNPV 
is currently an EPA-approved insecticide but its 
efficacy has been quite variable (Shapiro, Presler & 
Robertson 1987). The interaction between LdNPV 
and leaf chemistry may explain some of the vari- 
ability observed in its efficacy for gypsy moth con- 
trol in the past. A full understanding of the foliar 
chemistry-baculovirus interaction may lead to 
precise adjustment of LdNPV dose depending on 
tree species composition or site characteristics, to 
additives which reduce the antagonism of LdNPV 
by phenolics, or to genetically engineered LdNPV 
strains less affected by high phenolics levels. A longer- 
term application of the insights gained from mod- 
elling will be in the design of genetically engineered 
or artificially selected LdNPV with 'optimal' traits. 

Continued modelling may also help answer at 
least two somewhat troubling evolutionary ques- 
tions: are induced changes in plants necessarily 
defensive (Fowler & Lawton 1985; Schultz 1988), 
and why do some herbivores such as gypsy moth 
prefer hosts with allelochemicals that appear detri- 
mental to their growth? We suggest that it may be 
selectively advantageous for gypsy moth and some 
other forest pests to feed on foliage that can reduce 
their growth and fecundity, e.g. oaks with high 
levels of phenolics, because they are provided with 
'enemy-free (i.e. pathogen-free) space' (Price et al. 
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1980; Bernays & Graham 1988) which more than 
compensates for the other costs. 

In conclusion, our modified Anderson & May 
(1981) model for gypsy moth and red oak leaf 
chemistry suggests that the net effect of high tannin 
levels over multiple generations will be increased 
amplitude of fluctuation with dampening of fluc- 
tuations at very high levels (50% TAE). These 
results arise from a complex interplay of two fac- 
tors: reduced gypsy moth susceptibility to LdNPV 
and reduced fecundity at higher tannin levels. 
Future studies will focus on empirical confirmation 
of this hypothesis, the dynamical consequences 
of defoliation-induced tannin levels in red oak, 
additional host-plant species, and structural re- 
finements of the basic model. Through continued 
studies, we hope to improve gypsy moth manage- 
ment with LdNPV as well as answer ecological and 
evolutionary questions about the interplay of factors 
responsible for irruptive forest pest dynamics. 
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